
Preface: I kept a hand written journal throughout the weekend, but rarely had 
time to write in it. The three entries that cover the weekend were made on April 
15 at 12:50 AM, April 16 at 12:35 AM and April 16 at 10:20 PM. In other words, at 
the end of each day of work. They are funny to read, since each day’s entries are 
shorter and more scattered as I grew more tired & scattered throughout the 
weekend. I doubt that they would make sense to anybody but me. So what we 
have here are expanded and edited versions. 
 
Very expanded. As a Word Document, they are 9 ½ pages long. Cut to the 
chase: I put my observations and conclusions in the beginning, with daily 
commentaries following. The commentaries are extremely subjective, maybe 
even self-centered. That’s OK.  This is only one of several journals available that 
cover the weekend, and I suggest that interested parties read the others to get a 
better sense of what happened. 
 
 
 Impressions, Observations and Conclusions: 
1. Quiet/Silence was an ongoing event. I am personally impatient in the midst of 

silence. I am usually waiting for something to happen. This helps to explain 
some of my late Saturday night behavior. Having said this, I also recognize a 
value in silence and it was nice to be around people who were at least willing 
to attempt to bring it into our experience. 

2. Big Lessons: Curt fixed my right arm big-time. Frank made me aware of my 
surroundings. Tony taught me about responding to a challenge. 

3. Patrick S. and Tom R. are two men I admire greatly. Their examples and 
lessons are powerful and profound. I was accused this weekend of being a 
Hellboy-wannabe. There are worse things to be, I suppose. 

4. I had initially accepted kitchen duty as a necessary responsibility that would 
take away from my guitar time this weekend. I had no idea that I would walk 
away from the weekend stunned by how much I had learned in the kitchen. It 
was as valuable as anything else I did all weekend. 

5. I know nothing of Circle Etiquette. This explains a good deal of my behavior 
on Sunday. 

6. Each day since the weekend, I have taken a personal aim of pausing during 
the day to focus on my breath and bring attention to part of my body. 

7. Like or not –and this was only brought to my attention after the fact- the 
NJGC became role models for some of the other participants. This supports 
the aphorism “You can get away with a lot if you look like you know what 
you’re doing.” 

 
 
 
Saturday, April 15 
 
Despite the fact that I wasn’t going to work that day I still was up at 5:30 am. On 
Friday one of our transportation team had to withdraw from the weekend so I 



volunteered my wife’s van with myself as driver. This meant that Stephanie had 
to use my car. This meant I needed to clean my car, put air in the tires and have 
the oil changed. For good measure I decided to do this to the van as well. So, 
somehow we managed to get her to work and both cars to the shop at different 
times. All of this between 7 and 10 AM.  
 
To say I have been looking forward to this weekend is a gross understatement. 
To my credit I managed to be productive and relaxed in the morning. 
 
My first job is to get Tony Geballe to Lebanon, NJ. I pick him up from a New 
Jersey Transit train in Rahway (Station to the Stars) and away we go. The day 
was sunny, cool and the Lebanon Baptist camp was fantastic. I loved it the 
moment I saw it (I hadn’t tried the beds yet). We occupied two buildings in this 
summer camp: Clayton for living and sleeping, and Fairmount for eating and 
group work. It was about a one minute walk outside between them.  
 
I arrived at Clayton and met with Rick , our Greeter to the Stars. I took a moment 
to introduce myself to Frank Sheldon. I snagged a bottom bunk, deposited my 
gear and went off to Fairmount to see who was there.  
 
And who was there? Patrick Smith, our kitchen coordinator. Patrick’s reputation 
preceded him, and I would learn a good deal in our short time together. Curt 
Golden, legendary Guitar Craft person. It goes without saying that I learned from 
him, too, but more significant to our first meeting was this: I have been reading 
CG’s diaries on the GC web site since they’ve been available, so this was the 1st 
time I’ve met somebody after “getting to know them” through their diaries. I’m not 
sure exactly what effect this had on our meeting, or if I really got to know him, but 
it did change things. 
 
Curt was largely focused on organizing the eating area. Fairmount has a large 
general purpose room, about half of which was occupied by our dining tables and 
chairs. He was very concerned about the circular arrangement of the seats: He 
wanted a very clean, very accurate circle. I should mention that this was my first 
introduction to the importance of the circle in Guitar Craft. I still don’t know very 
much about it, but this particular theme would come back throughout the 
weekend. 
 
The Kitchen Team! I went into the kitchen and greeted the other NJGCers 
present. I was quickly and directly informed of this rule: Only Necessary Talking 
in the Kitchen. I was mildly miffed, but I would learn the importance of this later 
as well. 
 
To Newark! Airport to the Stars! I don’t own a cell phone, have never wanted 
one, but this might have been enough to change my mind. I pulled my car over in 
front of Terminal B, and in 2 minutes got a parking ticket from an unamused 
police officer. I parked legally and wandered around the terminal looking for 



anybody carrying a guitar case. The plan was to meet one flier and 3 others who 
would all ride with me from Newark to Lebanon. At one point I was on one floor 
with one guy, two were directly below us and one more was in another terminal. 
It took only 2 payphone calls to Tom (Travel Coordinator to the Stars) to figure 
this out. Somehow we managed to get ourselves, our guitars and our personal 
things into the van and we trundled off to Lebanon. 
 
Evening in Lebanon: I meet a few people on my way in and out of various rooms. 
I hope I didn’t appear rude to anyone, but like anyone else on the home team, I 
was busy and had not much time to make introductions (I put my things on my 
bed at 12:30 PM and didn’t even see the bed for another 14 hours.  Like I said, 
we were busy). 
 
What was going on: people meeting, making small talk, attempting to tune their 
guitars. 
 
In Fairmount we had a brief team meeting.  And who is on the team? 
NJGC: Leslie, Mark, Rick, Jonathan, Terry, Tom, Michael, Glen, Karl, Jim 
Instructors for Guitar and Body: Curt, Tony, Frank 
Kitchen Coordinator to the Stars: Patrick 
 
We assessed the preparedness of everything, and discussed kitchen 
coordination. Some reshuffling of duties had been necessary, but I was still 
assigned to two lunches. So far, so good. It was also stated that the kitchen team 
would need help with the dishes after dinner, so I agreed to help with that as well.  
 
7:00 PM – Dinner was served. A very tasty stir fry. After we had eaten, Curt 
welcomed us and layed some ground rules regarding drug use (none), that this 
was not a Guitar Craft course, and the fact that if we wished to make a graceful 
exit with full refund and no hard feelings, this was the time. Nobody left. 
 
8:30 PM – Our first official meeting. We state our history & aims. My aim: To 
absorb as much as I can of what we have to offer. Some other interesting aims: 
“To support the course” and “To remain uncomfortable.” 
 
9:30 PM – The Kitchen Team finished the dishes and we had our first meeting 
with guitars in Fairmount. This was a BIG circle. Our NJGC meetings rarely 
exceed 8 participants, so 43 was a big change. There was something very new 
and exciting to me about sitting in a circle with this many guitarists. I got a kick 
out of watching a large number of people go through what I have been through 
for the first time: basics of circulation, right and left hands. Circulation is a 
powerful technique, and it interests me to see what we can know about people 
from how they circulate. I watched with sympathy as the majority of us tried to 
assimilate brand new approaches to playing the guitar, and a lot of stuff 
crammed into the roughly 2 ½ hours that we had.  
 



Midnight – Curt concluded our guitar meeting with the invitation to participate in a 
sitting at 7:30 the following morning. There followed a kitchen meeting with the 
NJGC, Patrick and the instructors.  
 
The kitchen work was an important point for me this weekend. I was surprised by 
it and surprised by my surprise (what?).  
 
1:00 AM – I sat to write my first journal entries. Some NJGCers practiced Happy 
Birthday for Leslie. What a cool idea. Some other guitarists stuck around 
Fairmount to meet and play. Jonathan’s tune “Pinheads and Needles” jumped 
out and I showed it to a few guys.  
 
Finally, at about 1:30 AM, I was the only person in Fairmount. This was the 1st 
time all day I had time to sit and practice in quiet. So I worked on some personal 
practice and went off to bed. 
 
 
Sunday, April 16 
 
A word about the sleeping quarters: Yow! It was already 2:30 by the time I made 
it into the bed. The beds were, I think, made for summer campers – young folks 
who don’t weigh much. Put an adult body in there and it’s a different story. So, 
comfortable they were not. Also, it seems that each room had some of the 
loudest snoring ever. It was pretty bad. I won’t dwell on it – I know that a snorer 
doesn’t know they’re snoring; they can’t help it. But sleep was not easy. 
 
I awoke for the final time at 6 AM and decided to go ahead and get into the 
showers before the rush.  
 
7:30 AM - I have been practicing Sitting since January with varying degrees of 
continuity and success. It was very educational to be able to participate in a 
group sitting, guided by Frank. I learned a lot about The Practice of Doing 
Nothing. I think Jonathan put it best: “While you’re doing nothing, you’re checking 
for signs of life.” I was also interested in the different physical approaches people 
took – sitting in chairs, on pillows, kneeling. Pretty cool. 
 
8:00  AM – Breakfast. Oatmeal. Tasty. Tom R visits us with The Chord From 
Hell, a remarkable composition that sent Rick M. and me into fits of fanaticism as 
we enthused over the Hellboys’ forthcoming album. 
 
We met in the big circle with guitars and worked on circulations. During most of 
our circle work, Frank would move around the room and make individual 
adjustments to our heads and necks. 
 
We were broken into 3 groups and each group met with the different instructors. I 
made it to see Curt for right hand work, and then had to depart for lunch duty. 



Curt did something to my right arm that I have been trying to re-experience ever 
since. I can’t quite describe it, other than to say that he put it in exactly the right 
place. I have never been so comfortable playing the guitar. I didn’t know it was 
possible. I did my best to capture the sensation to that I could return to it later.  
 
10:30 AM – Lunch duty. My first brush with Kitchen Craft. I had resigned myself 
to the fact that I would be missing out on some of the weekend’s activities 
because of kitchen duty. I was a disappointed, but I figured that that’s the price 
you pay for having this course in your backyard (Figuratively. Hey, it’s a lot closer 
than Buenos Aires.) What I got instead was an introduction to how I might be 
able to apply Guitar Craft principles to other areas of my life. GC practices like 
breathing and holding your instrument came into play. Tom R. was left in charge 
and at least twice he encouraged Michael T. and me to pause and breathe, feel 
your feet on the floor and be aware of where you are in the kitchen. It was much 
needed guidance. Thanks, Tom, you saved the day. 
 
I served soup and bantered with hungry guitarists. My announcement, “If you 
should desire seconds . . .and you will want seconds . . .you may help 
yourselves,” drew applause. 
 
At some point during lunch Curt asked for observations. He went looking for Dan, 
the guy who goes to Berkley.  Dan’s comment reflected Curt’s own sentiments: 
you learn a lot, but you don’t learn anything about what to do with your hands. 
The tone of this conversation grew rather mean-spirited, or so it seemed to me. I 
don’t know what Curt was looking to do, but it seemed he had a bone to pick with 
Berkley. He asked who else had formal music training. I raised my hand and he 
asked for my commentary. I became very uncomfortable. I spent 5 years at 
Syracuse University studying composition and lot of other stuff. I had a great time 
and learned a lot. I did not study guitar there, though, and in any case it seemed 
a bit absurd for me to try and compare 24 hours of NST Weekend with 5 years of 
SU. So I backed out and made another observation about myself and my sense 
of the energy in the group. 
 
After this, the Birthday Department of the NJGC stood around Leslie and 
circulated “Happy Birthday.” We sang. Wonderful. 
 
Michael, Tom and I did the dishes and joined the group for rhythmic dancing and 
clapping with Tony. This was a great experience, and very important for people 
like me who tend to feel music in their brains and not in their bodies.  
 
Later we worked as a large group with Frank. His exercises taught us about 
being aware of yourself and the people around you. We moved about the room in 
attempt to keep space between us and the others. We tried to stay away from 
Mark (there were, I believe, 72 people named Mark). We tried to get near Mark. 
We tried to be quiet. We tried to remember where we were not two minutes ago. 
It’s scary to realize how much of your day can pass by without you noticing 



much.  We tried to count, each of us speaking a different number but no two 
saying the same number. We did pretty well. 
 
Later in the big circle: Curt taught the C Major scale.  We were left with about one 
hour to practice it. I found a relatively secluded area and do some private 
practice. I worked on something from my lessons with Tony: tapping and 
counting a consistent pulse, and playing notes that conflict with that pulse. In 
other words, you play a pattern that you feel in 4, but your tapping sets it in three. 
The goal is to count tap and play simultaneously. I had it pretty well set, and I 
went to Tony before dinner and told him to remind me to show him The Thing 
later.  
 
Dinner: absolutely fantastically delicious pasta. Unreal. Tom and Mark stood to 
play, and Tom mentioned that it’s important to have music during the meals, and 
“This is called the Mistake Song. Mark is making mistakes.” I think the lesson 
came across. Mark then played a solo piece of his, during which he didn’t make 
mistakes. It was quite good, and opened my ears and mind up to some new 
compositional possibilities on an NST guitar.  
 
“Judge Judy”, a piece the NJGC have been working on was premiered. The 
reader is directed to other journals about the JJ experience, enough has been 
said there. 
 
After dinner we sit in the big circle with guitars. Tony Geballe, my trusted teacher 
and friend, whom I brought to the weekend  and would drive back to New York 
on Sunday, Tony my buddy says, “Terry, would you like to show us The Thing?” 
What could I do? The Thing was simply a small exercise that came out of a 
lesson. It is not a piece, and I had not planned on public performance. I breathed, 
looked at my guitar and began to play The Thing. Incorrectly. I stopped, looked at 
Tony and said, “No I would not.”  
 
I was upset for about a minute until I realized this: if I really knew The Thing, I 
would have been able to play it. Clearly I didn’t know it as well as I thought. And 
why would Tony ask me to play for everyone what was really a small, private 
exercise? I will leave that for the reader to guess at. 
 
Tony guided us through a series of interlocking parts in C Major. He invited us to 
take solos. Every instinct in me said “No solo, no solo. . .” Yet for some reason I 
found myself playing a solo. It was not good. I retreated after some bars and 
returned to my bass part.  
 
Curt took over and lead us through some power chords, THRAK style. This was 
a lot of fun, the kind of cross-rhythmic stuff I like to play with. Neat exercise. 
 
Then, the challenge from Curt: “If I told you there was a concert tomorrow, but 
none of the music had been written, what would you do?” I said I would buy a 



ticket, but that apparently wasn’t the answer he was looking for. 
 
Of course our challenge is to assemble a performance for 1pm on Sunday. The 
NJGC with Special Guests assembled.  Several of us wanted to simply play 
something from our current repertoire, myself included. Mark insisted that we 
come up with something new. I didn’t like it, but I had to admit that he was right. 
We discuss and babble and bubble and go nowhere until Patrick saves the day: 
“Let’s start by bringing our attention to the left hand.” I can’t believe how right that 
was. It was exactly the correct thing to do. 
 
We stood quietly for awhile, as we are prone to doing. I became impatient: It’s 
late, we’re tired and we have to come up with a piece! And nobody was doing 
anything! Doesn’t Jonathan or Rick or Mark or somebody have something to start 
with? 
  
I don’t know where it came from, but I heard something and played it to the 
others. I expected immediate rejection, but nobody said anything. As I walked 
around the circle teaching the first part, I encouraged the team to embellish: 
come up with your own part to go with it. We played our parts together for awhile 
and I tried to pass the buck: “OK, who knows what part 2 is?” Again, nobody did 
anything. I heard something and worked it out on the spot. Some tweaks and 
changes and we had a contrasting section to go with the first part.  
 
We arranged and re-arranged and then got stuck. We were 90% there but 
couldn’t figure out the last 10%. I had some ideas that were musically interesting, 
but too much to learn at 11:30 PM. We settled on a “bridge” and an ending. Here 
are my notes immediately following the rehearsal of “Apnea”: 
 
4 in G/C build 
4 “ together 
||:Dm C Am Em 
Dm C Am Cm:|| 
8 in G/C – Karl Solo 
Cm Hell 
||:Dm C Am Em 
Dm C Am Cm:|| 
C Major 
 
My notes from that night describe the tune as “not-abysmal”. Actually, I think we 
really liked it and felt good about it. It was fun to lead the group in assembling a 
piece of music. It was especially fun to collaborate, rather than just teach 
everyone their parts. 
 
We rehearsed “One of a Thousand Regrets” and disbanded for the evening. 
 
At 12:35 AM I did my journal entries and Mark stood by himself practicing. After 



he left I once again had time to sit and practice in the quiet. I changed my strings, 
which turned out to be a big mistake (see Sunday). I practiced The Thing and 
figured out how I might re-present it. 
 
Sunday, April 16 
 
Again I went to bed late. Again there was tremendous snoring. I stood up and 
realized that a lot of it was coming from my bunkmate, the guy sleeping 3 feet 
over my face.  I was faced with this choice: let him be and I won’t sleep, or wake 
him and get him to roll over so we can both go back to sleep. I chose to wake 
him up. I scared the heck out of him, as you might imagine. What followed was a 
hilarious argument during which he claimed that not only was he not snoring, he 
wasn’t even asleep. I realized that whatever he believed, I had accomplished my 
mission of getting him to move. I apologized for bothering him and went to bed. 
Later during the day, we laughed about it, as he remembered me waking him and 
him telling me he wasn’t asleep. 
 
Once again I was up at 6 AM. After showering and dressing I laid in bed until 
7:15 AM. At 7:30 was the morning Sitting. Fewer people in the group this time.  
Noisier. I think this is not for everyone. 
 
8:00 AM – Breakfast. We had decided to have a run-through performance of our 
two pieces for the group. We premiered “Apnea”. My new strings had not yet 
settled. In fact, the low G continued to stretch and detune for the next 2 days. In 
any case, I was supposed to lead the group into this piece and the opening 
features the note G an awful lot. It was not pretty. It was really out of tune. I 
struggled to remember the form of a piece we had put together not 10 hours 
earlier while simultaneously re-voicing chords so as avoid the out-of-whack G 
string. It was weak. We played “One of a Thousand” with marginally better 
results. As the group returned to their seats, I remained and said, “The Thing is . 
. .The Thing is . . .” This got some laughs. I played The Thing. It didn’t sound 
right, and Curt confirmed that I was still not on track. I said, “Well, The Thing is . . 
.” I played it. Right this time. 1 ½ times. I called it 1 ½ things and retreated with 
my minor victory. 
 
9:00 AM – Big circle with guitars. Curt gets very particular about the formation of 
our circle. We attempt some more circulations – alternating people, multiple 
notes, etc. 
 
10:30 AM – A brief, brief NJGC rehearsal and Mark, Glen & I prepare lunch. 
 
12:00 PM - Lunch. Performances by Tom, Michael, Don & others. I am always 
interested in people’s approaches to creating music in NST. Everyone has their 
own style. Between lunchtime and showtime a few people ask me about The 
Thing. 
 



1:00 PM – Our Performance. Curt, Tony, Frank, Leslie’s kids & babysitter sit in 
the middle of our big circle. We file in, sit and circulate. Rather, we attempt to 
circulate. About 6 notes in, the attempted circulation stops. Each time. Somebody 
asks, “What are we doing?” This was not the most organized of performances. 
Oh, well, we did the best we could. Groups play; some quite well. I liked almost 
all their stuff better than ours. We play “Apnea”, “1K”, a confused “Happy 
Birthday” for Curt. “Apnea” was weak, weak, weak. Hmm. . . it sounded great 
when we practiced it in a large noisy room with 35 other musicians also 
practicing.   
 
Final meeting w/o Guitars. Curt solicits observations. I comment on my kitchen 
experiences. Tony warns (A) we need to practice to make the forthcoming Level 
1 really worthwhile, (B) don’t imitate Guitar Craft practices if you don’t know the 
principles. 
 
This turned out to be in reference to some aspects of the performance. I won’t go 
into it since I don’t fully understand it. But even taken at face value, it’s good 
advice. 
 
Words of great significance from Curt: “Quiet is the absence of sound. You must 
be present to silence.” This rephrases a Fripp aphorism in a way that is clearer to 
me. Finally, Curt brings our attention to our hands, and reminds us of how much 
is possible if we can feel the life in them. 
 
We worked out cleaning and travelling logistics and Curt declared the meeting 
completed.  
 
Various folks take on cleaning duty. I take a package of fruit and drop off 2 guys 
to Newark Penn Station. Or as close as I could get them given the carnival that 
was going on in Newark (sorry, guys).  I returned Tony G. and his massive box of 
fruit to his NYC pad and finally went home. 
 
 


